PREFACE

Feminist Literary Criticism is an emerging discipline with universal popularity, attempting to analyse literature from a feminist perspective. Several studies on the works of Kālidāsa have already appeared, mostly based on traditional Indian literary theories by a number of authors. The present thesis is an attempt to study his works by applying feminist literary theories, much discussed in modern literary criticism.

This thesis is divided into eight chapters in addition to an introduction and the conclusion. The thesis begins with an introduction to the topic detailing the aim and scope of the work. The first chapter introduces feminism to give an awareness of the concepts of feminism and feminist literary criticism including feminism in the Indian context. To understand the treatment of woman in Sanskrit literature and the social and literary background in which he wrote, a brief survey of the position of woman in ancient and classical Sanskrit is included in the second and third chapters. Two chapters describe the female characters of Kālidāsa, classifying them as major and minor. Fourth chapter is devoted to the former and fifth to the latter. The poetic background of Kālidāsa and the thematic deviations made by him are included in the sixth chapter. Poetic world of Kālidāsa and his treatment of woman are examined in the feminist viewpoint in seventh chapter. The eighth
chapter deals with gender problems and related notions in Kālidāsa. The thesis concludes with a critical evaluation of the work.
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